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Credentials
Tailor your knowledge & skills you need using
industry-specific, structure & skill-based courses.

Credibility
Get professional growth and boost your resume at the
internationally recognised Taylor’s institution.

Credits
Work towards in-depth mastery & higher qualifications
with stackable options, or even earn a new Career Title
which will be included in your certificate. 

Career Title in E-Certificate is only applicable to certain courses. 
Taylor's MicroCreds may have specific prerequisites. This information, if any, can be found on the respective course pages.

For start dates of Taylor's MicroCreds courses, please refer to our expert education counsellors.
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TAYLOR’S
UNIVERSITY
Taylor's University offers a myriad of programmes in tertiary education, from diploma, to degree, post-graduate and 
professional programmes. Students can choose to enrol in courses encompassing fields such as Architecture, 
Business, Computing & IT, Culinary Arts, Design, Education, Engineering, Food Science, Food Studies & 
Gastronomy, Hospitality, Tourism & Events, Law, Medicine, Pharmacy, Psychology, Performing Arts, Quantity 
Surveying and Social Sciences. 

Taylor’s University is the No. 1 private university in Malaysia and Southeast Asia, ranked #332 in the QS World 
University Rankings 2022. This ranking places us among the top 1.1% of the most influential institutions globally.

The university comes in at #49 in the 2021 edition of the QS Top 50 Under 50 World University Rankings, which ranks 
the world’s best young universities under 50 years old. This is yet another remarkable honour, as Taylor’s is the top 
and only Malaysian private university in this listing.

Taylor’s University is also ranked 89th in the QS Asian University Rankings 2021. It is one of few Asian universities 
rated 5 Stars for Online Learning, a heartening acknowledgement of the brand’s dedication to making education 
engaging, effective, and relevant. The university also has 5-Stars rating in six other categories of the QS Stars 
University Ratings: Teaching, Internationalisation, Employability, Inclusiveness, Facilities, and Hospitality & Leisure 
Management.

Taylor’s University performs strongly in the category of Employer Reputation, coming in 126th internationally, within 
the top 1% of tertiary institutions in the world favoured by employers. Its strong relationship with industry partners 
has not only seen students receive the best exposure for their professional placements, but also ensured that its 
students can step into the workforce with the required aptitude and skills. This strength has been reflected in the 
2020 QS Graduate Employability Rankings, which enables Taylor's to be ranked at 201-250th in the world.

Based on the 2021 QS World University Rankings by Subject, Taylor’s University is ranked 17th in the world for 
Hospitality & Leisure Management and Top 150 for Business & Management Studies making Taylor's Business 
School the top private business school in Malaysia. Taylor’s University also broke into World Top 260 for Social 
Sciences & Management, World Top 350 for Pharmacy & Pharmacology, as well as World Top 650 for Computer 
Science & Information Systems. 

Taylor's University continues to play a strong role in developing Malaysia's human resource capital, and boasts a 
100,000-strong alumni, many of whom have become leaders in their respective fields.
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TAYLOR’S
BUSINESS

SCHOOL

Develop an Impactful Career
as a Purposeful Business Leader



COMPETITIVE STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 

This MicroCreds course focuses on strategic leadership tools for managing and monitoring the internal and external 
events to provide timely execution to maintain competitive advantage. It expects the students to gain knowledge in 
leadership and analyse environmental scanning through case studies and web search. The course will be supported by 
lectures and consultations throughout the duration of the study period. Students will benefit in terms of generating 
managerial and leadership knowledge in developing appropriate strategies in leadership and managing 
crises/problems.

Participants are required to be 18 and above. Proficiency in English ‐ Intermediate and able to demonstrate language proficiency in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening.

SYNOPSIS

Strategic Analyst

CAREER TITLE

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz & 70% on Individual Assignment Report

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i)  Critically evaluate the greater complexity faced
 by organisations in the current business contexts.
(ii)  Apply frameworks and theories of strategic
 management to analyse business situations
 and make sound strategic growth/entrepreneurial
 decisions.
(iii) Propose workable change management strategy
 for corporation.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 7 WEEKS

DRIVING PERFORMANCE WITH INNOVATION

The MicroCreds course focuses on strategic development for the new normal due to environmental changes that affect 
the micro and macro environment, and unexpected innovation and technological adaptation in today’s volatile 
business world. It expects the students to gain knowledge in developing the new normal based on the micro and macro 
environment of innovation and technological adaptation by independent research, seminars, lectures and through web 
search. The course will introduce various perspectives to students to develop effective innovation strategies for the 
new normal and manage information systems to develop strategic frameworks from the knowledge.

Participants are required to be 18 and above. Proficiency in English ‐ Intermediate and able to demonstrate language proficiency in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening. 

SYNOPSIS

Business Innovation Practitioner

CAREER TITLE

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

70% on Individual Assignment & 30% on Learning Portfolio

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i)  Develop a strategic entrepreneurship to build a   
 learning organisation to adapt complex strategy  
 development for organisational renewal.
(ii)  Critically analyse alternative strategic innovation   
 development options and propose sustainable   
 management action.
(iii)  Reflect and appraise the personal learning journey  
 in environments that may be uncertain and /or   
 diverse settings.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 7 WEEKS
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COMPETING WITH BIG DATA ANALYTICS 

With information widespread in various platforms and sources, big data is crucially prevalent to business organisations 
in a competitive environment, especially in Industry Revolution 4.0 (IR4.0). In this MicroCreds course, participants are 
exposed to an introduction to the various techniques and best practices of big data analytics. Participants can learn to 
identify and see how data is managed from various sources and platforms that can help their companies make important 
decisions.

Participants are required to be 18 and above. Proficiency in English ‐ Intermediate and able to demonstrate language proficiency in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening. 

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

100% on Individual Assignment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Understand and apply critical functions of big data 
analytics in the digital economy and the decision-making 
process.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 3 WEEKS

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS FOR PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT 

As the business environment turns dynamic and unpredictable, it is becoming more difficult to steer an organisation 
towards meeting its objectives. In this MicroCreds course, the participants will be introduced to various financial 
information and concepts which are contained in the financial statements. They also will learn various analytical tools to 
evaluate the financial performance of the organisation in order to gain an understanding of the forces that affect its 
financial performance.

Participants are required to be 18 and above. Proficiency in English ‐ Intermediate and able to demonstrate language proficiency in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening. 

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

100% on Individual Assignment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Evaluate and manage company’s performance through 
the application of financial statement analysis.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 3 WEEKS
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GTM (GO-TO-MARKET) WITH DIGITAL MARKETING 

This MicroCreds course aims to provide the beginners an opportunity to learn and discover some simple digital 
marketing tools, upscaling of knowledge and skills for Gen X and Y especially for Baby Boomers, and rescaling of 
proven digital marketing strategies/tools to generate more traffic to online businesses. It equips participants with solid 
Digital Marketing knowledge and skills as well as hands-on practical experience of doing it themselves for the first time.

Participants are required to be 18 and above. Proficiency in English ‐ Intermediate and able to demonstrate language proficiency in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening. 

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

100% on Individual Project

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Understand the concepts of digital marketing and be 
able to apply various digital marketing strategies/tools 
in online businesses.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 3 WEEKS

IDEATION AND CREATIVITY FOR BUSINESS 

Ideation is a design process focusing on generating ideas for product/services/environment solutions. The ideation 
process, conventionally applied by entrepreneurs in product solution and building prototypes, has in recent years seen 
an appeal among managers as well. The process which focuses on deep diving into solutions and outcomes allows 
managers an opportunity to initially apply an empathic approach in engaging and understanding the problem, 
subsequently, defining the challenge based on the engagement and moving on to the ideation or solution stage. 

Participants are required to be 18 and above. Proficiency in English ‐ Intermediate and able to demonstrate language proficiency in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening. 

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

100% on Presentation: Video Recording

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Demonstrate the use of the design thinking process, 
principles and methodology in a business environment.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 3 WEEKS
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WELL-BEING & HAPPINESS FOR SUCCESS

This MicroCreds course teaches the science of well-being and happiness, along with practical application strategies 
and tools on leading a life of greater fulfilment and success. Concepts of common myths on what makes humans happy 
will be explored along with proven research on what constitutes happiness and well-being. Topics covered include 
mindfulness, emotional regulation, stress management, healthy sleep regulation, gratitude and social emotional 
intelligence. Students will undertake a transformational and personalised project to enhance the state of their 
well-being and true happiness.

Participants are required to be 18 and above. Proficiency in English ‐ Intermediate and able to demonstrate language proficiency in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening. 

SYNOPSIS

Well-being Practitioner

CAREER TITLE

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

60% on Written Assignment & 40% on Video Project

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i)  Demonstrate progressive practice of self-awareness  
 and self- reflection on personal well-being.
(ii)  Demonstrate growth mindset and the ability to apply  
 strategies to manage change by creating and   
 undertaking a wellbeing challenge.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 7 WEEKS

DYNAMIC PITCHING FOR STARTUPS 

This MicroCreds course allows entrepreneurs to learn the art of dynamic pitching for their startups or busines venture. 
Participants will learn the key tricks in preparing a pitching deck and the methods to deliver the pitch.

Participants are required to be 18 and above. Proficiency in English ‐ Intermediate and able to demonstrate language proficiency in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening. 

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

100% on Individual Business Pitch

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Demonstrate the ability to pitch for startups or business 
ventures.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 3 WEEKS
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THE
DESIGN

SCHOOL

Get Exposure to a Variety
of Media and Boost

Your Design Knowledge



360 VIDEO STORYTELLING

This MicroCreds course introduces the immersive perspective of 360 video storytelling, and its experimental features. 
Through demonstrations, learners will learn 360-video story content development workflow, and the potential of 360 

videos in Virtual Reality (VR). Learners will be assessed formatively with online submissions of work-in-progress 
documentation and receive direct feedback from the instructor. At the end of the course, learners are required to 
submit a project to completion.

SYNOPSIS

Certified Associate 360 Video Content Creator

CAREER TITLE

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

50% on 360 Video Ideation & 50% on
360 Video Production Proposal

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i)  Critical Thinking Competencies – Use ideation   
 strategies to synthesise, assess and evaluate   
 prototype/final product outcomes for further   
 development.
(ii)  Conceptual and Cognitive Competencies –   
 Demonstrate and apply knowledge of design
 principles technical processes for 360 video.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 4 WEEKS

UX STARTER KIT 

This MicroCreds course introduces the fundamentals and processes of UX (user experience) designs in creating 
personas, user flows and mental models. Learners will be guided through the building blocks of the entire UX design 
process from conceptualisation, prototyping to user testing and familiarised with the tools required in the building 
process. Learners will also navigate the ins and outs of information architecture by building wireframes and prototypes, 
and testing the designs with real audiences. At the end of the course, learners are required to submit a project to 
completion.

SYNOPSIS

Certified Associate UX Designer

CAREER TITLE

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

70% on UX Research & Affinity Mapping
and 30% on Personas

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i)  Critical Thinking Competencies – Use creative   
 thinking skills and methodologies to explore,   
 generate and test a wide range of conceptual ideas.
(ii)  Technical and Digital Media Competencies –   
 Demonstrate creative use of software, and   
 effective use of digital media skills to promote
 or communicate design concepts or solutions.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 4 WEEKS
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SCHOOL OF
COMPUTER SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING

 Build Innovative Skills
for the In-demand

Tech Industry



FUNDAMENTALS OF DATA ANALYTICS 

Data analytics is about analysing data using appropriate techniques to gain insights into a problem to make informed 
decisions. In this MicroCreds course the descriptive statistics namely population versus sample, types of variables such 
as quantitative and qualitative and the level of the measurements namely nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio are 
discussed. Measures of central tendency, measures of dispersion, and measures of position besides the counting 
principles such as multiplication rule, combination and permutation are also covered. At the end of this course, learners 
will be able to apply the appropriate data analytics techniques to seek insights into a given problem.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Apply the appropriate techniques in performing data
analytics to seek insights for a given problem.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS

DATA PRE-PROCESSING TECHNIQUES  

Data pre-processing helps to fix errors quickly and produce quality data to make better decisions. Data pre-processing 
steps such as data cleaning, data transformation, feature reduction, feature extraction and Exploratory Data Analysis 
(EDA) will be covered in this MicroCreds course. Topics covered include fundamentals of data pre-processing, 
organisational data preparation, exploratory data analysis, data warehouse, simple linear regression, multiple linear 
regression, support vector regression, decision tree regression and evaluation of regression models performance using 
datasets. At the end this course learners should be able to evaluate and propose appropriate data pre-processing 
techniques solution for a given case.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Apply appropriate methods, tools, and techniques to 
perform data pre-processing for a given data set.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS
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SUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING 

Supervised machine learning involves observing several examples of a random value x and an associated value y and 
learning to predict y from x, usually by estimating p(y/x). Supervised learning means, from the view of the target y being 
provided by an instructor or teacher who shows the machine learning system what to do. Topics covered include the 
fundamentals of supervised machine learning, Logistic regression, Naïve bayes, K-nearest neighbor, Support Vector 
Machine, Decision tree and Random Forest classification. At the end of this MicroCreds course, learners should be able 
to propose the most suitable supervised machine learning algorithm to solve a business problem.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Propose the most appropriate supervised machine
learning algorithm to solve a business problem.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS

UNSUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING 

Unsupervised machine learning algorithms experience a dataset containing many features that are neither classified 
nor labelled, then learn useful properties of the structure of this dataset and cluster them. These algorithms can be 
used to uncover hidden patterns in data without human intervention. Topics covered include the fundamentals of 
unsupervised machine learning, K-means clustering, Hierarchical clustering, Association Rule Mining, Reinforcement 
Learning and Deep Learning. At the end of this MicroCreds course, learners should be able to identify the most suitable 
unsupervised machine learning algorithm to solve a specific problem.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Identify the most appropriate unsupervised machine
learning algorithm to solve a specific problem.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS
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DATA SCIENCE TOOLKITS 

• Data science has become a rewarding career choice as many companies today need data scientists to help them  
 empower their analytics processes, build a numbers-based strategy that will boost their bottom line,    
 and ensure that enormous amounts of data are translated into actionable insights.
• This MicroCreds course introduces a range of data science toolkits like python, r programming, IDE, Colab,   
 version control, and other relevant tools as well as fundamental of data science skillsets.
• There are hands-on practicals and project-based learning. Learners will be assessed on practical skills, originality,  
 and creativity in providing analysis on tool selection alongside critical thinking skills.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Identify the relevant tools and approaches to gain 
insight out of the data for a given application.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS

DATA COLLECTION AND CLEANING TECHNIQUES 

• Data cleaning is one of the most important tasks to do if you are a data science professional. Working with   
 inaccurate or corrupted data can lead to many difficulties and can be detrimental to data processing and analysis.
• This MicroCreds course covers a variety of data that is used in a data science application and its various stages in  
 the data collection process alongside the importance of datasets and how to identify and reduce the problems   
 associated with data cleaning using R programming.
• Learners will be introduced to various data cleaning techniques to handle missing data through its
 case study-based project.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Identify the relevant data collection tools, and cleaning 
techniques to gain insight out of the data for a given 
application.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS
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DATA VISUALISATION IN DATA SCIENCE

• Data visualisation helps us to understand data through visuals, such as maps or graphs to easily see trends,   
 patterns, and outliers for vast data sets. This MicroCreds course covers the basics of data visualisation and   
 exploratory data analysis.
• Learners are introduced to various data visualisation packages used for statistical analysis, the relationship   
 between data analytics, and data visualisation and the numerous visualisation techniques using R programming.   
 There will be lecture notes, quizzes, and hands-on practical’s and guided case study-based project.
• These assessments are designed to assess learners’ practical skills, originality, creative solutions, and effective   
 communication skills with various stakeholders to solve real-world problems.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Design various types of data visualisations to 
communicate to the audiences.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS

APPLIED DATA SCIENCE   

• This MicroCreds course introduces data science processes which cover the fundamentals of data collection,
 data processing, analysis, visualisation and the knowledge of various topics such as big data technologies and
 cloud computing.
• It also covers the importance of supervised learning and unsupervised learning algorithms besides numerous   
 real-world applications related to data science.
• Learners will be assessed on practical skills, originality, creativity, and critical thinking in providing in-depth analysis
 for the given case study by applying the machine learning algorithm to understand various stages of data science.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Apply the fundamental concepts and techniques in 
data science in scientific problem solving.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS
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FUNDAMENTALS OF BIG DATA 

This MicroCreds course includes the basics of Big Data management, associated architectures, and available tools 
and technologies. It is taught using guided online learning and problem-based learning through a combination of 
online lectures, online resources, and assessment activities. Online tutorials and pre-recorded teaching materials are 
available for students to watch and do the required online engagement activities. The in-course assessments involve 
a quiz, an individual assignment, and a final assessment in which students are required to identify big data 
characteristics, existing relevant database management systems, and available big data solutions.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Identify big data characteristics, existing relevant 
database management systems, and available big data 
solutions that can be used in managing big data.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS

BIG DATA TECHNOLOGIES   

This MicroCreds course offers a comprehensive overview of Big Data technologies and computational techniques 
that are useful for big data management tasks and activities. The participants learn how to install, configure, and 
maintain big data technologies that are used in real-world applications. The in-course assessments involve a quiz, an 
individual assignment, and a final assessment in which students’ achieved knowledge and skills in using proper tools 
and technologies that can address requirements and challenges of a given big data case study will be assessed and 
evaluated.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Design big data solution with a suitable data model 
using proper big data technologies to address 
requirements of a given big data scenario.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS
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BIG DATA MANAGEMENT 

In this MicroCreds course, participants learn the required knowledge and skills to propose appropriate big data 
management solutions based on requirements and limitations of different real-world big data problems. The learning 
is facilitated by online tutorials, lecture notes, and online engagements and activities. The students’ knowledge and 
skills in deploying proper technologies and managing big data challenges will be examined via a quiz, an individual 
assignment, and a final assessment in the form of a mini-project.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Propose a big data management solution using 
structured and unstructured model for a given case 
study related to industrial or social problems.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS

APPLIED BIG DATA MANAGEMENT

This MicroCreds course introduces big data modelling, big data management strategies, data ethics, privacy and 
security based on different case studies. Also, participants learn the required knowledge and skills to use big data 
technologies to address big data management challenges. This course is taught using guided online learning and 
problem-based learning through a combination of online lecture notes, pre-recorded teaching sources, online 
engagements, and assessment activities. Students’ achieved knowledge and skills in this course will be assessed and 
evaluated via a quiz, an individual assignment, and a final assessment in the form of a mini-project.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Analyse the impact of using various big data tools in 
terms of big data management strategies, data ethics, 
privacy and security for a given case study.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS
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FUNDAMENTALS OF WIRELESS NETWORKS 

The current era network is completely transforming from conventional networks to wireless networks due to the ease 
of access, cheap cost, and highly flexible approach. Mobile devices continue to evolve and penetrate our lives, leading 
to the increased importance of wireless communication, mobile computing, and computer security. This MicroCreds 
course covers wireless transmissions, signals and system principles, analog signals versus digital signals, mobile 
communication, and signal propagation. Furthermore, it looks into wireless networks, wireless network topology, the 
equipment involved in the setup, wireless standards, protocols, and security technology involved in its deployment.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Explore the fundamental principles of wireless 
networks to secure a given network.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS

WIRELESS SECURITY 

Mobile devices continue to evolve and penetrate our everyday lives, leading to the increased importance of wireless 
communication, mobile computing, and computer security. In the fast deployment and expanded usage of wireless 
infrastructure, there is a need to ensure its deployment safety and security. Wireless networks are easy to approach, 
and at the same time, they are easy to target for hackers. This MicroCreds course covers the possible growing threats 
to wireless devices, networks, services delivered over the mobile infrastructure, wireless security, attack vectors, 
mobile security building blocks, cryptography, and best possible mitigation ways to secure wireless networks.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Apply appropriate security measures to secure a 
wireless network from intruder attacks.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS
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CYBERSECURITY THREATS 

Mobile and wireless devices today have outnumbered computers worldwide. This ease of access with wireless 
gadgets is attractive for the users. At the same time, it is easy for hackers to attack systems with malicious intent by 
utilising the vulnerabilities in mobile third-party applications, of which the users are not aware. This MicroCreds 
course covers the latest cybersecurity threats, such as phishing, advanced persistent threats (APT), compromised 
Wi-Fi hotspots, hacked applications, top 80 security issues faced by the world of wireless interconnectivity, and 
privacy leakage.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Apply skills to solve practical problems in cybersecurity.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS

CYBERSECURITY FOR MOBILE DEVICES 

Mobile devices continue to evolve and penetrate our everyday lives, leading to the increased importance of wireless 
communication, mobile computing, and cybersecurity. This MicroCreds course covers mobile device security risks 
that discuss the current cybersecurity state, types of threats, vulnerabilities, and risk. Furthermore, it looks at 
available security solutions such as good governance and safeguards policy, mainly focused on the cybersecurity 
issues for the mobile/smartphone domain. It discusses the Android app and processes such as permission, sandbox, 
and attack path.

SYNOPSIS

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Quiz, 30% on Assignment
& 40% on Final Assessment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

Evaluate different security mechanisms for mobile 
devices to mitigate cybersecurity issues.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 2 WEEKS
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SCHOOL OF
HOSPITALITY,

TOURISM & EVENTS

Maximise Dynamic Opportunities
with Industry-centric Learning



HOSPITALITY DATA ANALYTICS

This MicroCreds course provides knowledge of the foundational metrics, definitions, formulas and methodologies that 
are used by the hotel industry. It explains the different ways to analyse various types of hotel industry data and to make 
strategic inferences based upon that analysis. Learners gain a comprehensive understanding of benchmarking and 
performance reports that are used by industry professionals. Upon completion of the course, the participants get the 
opportunity to undertake the CHIA examination (Certification in Hotel Industry Analytics) from AHLEI (American Hotel & 
Lodging Educational Institute) recognised worldwide.

SYNOPSIS

Certified Data Analytics Practitioner

CAREER TITLE

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

60% on quiz & 40% on presentation

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i)  Demonstrate competency in knowledge of the   
 foundational metrics, definitions, formulas, and   
 methodologies that are used by the hotel industry.
(ii)  Conduct higher level decision-making based on   
 comprehensive understanding of benchmarking and  
 performance reports that include relevant current   
 events taking place in the hospitality industry.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 8 WEEKS
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SCHOOL OF
MEDIA AND

COMMUNICATION

Stay Up to Date
with Industry-relevant Skills

in a Progressive Field



RISK MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION 

The MicroCreds course is designed for SMEs Directors, Administrative Managers, Human Resource Managers, executives and business 
owners. Participants will be guided to identify and manage risks in today’s volatile world. The course will cover aspects on risk 
management which will include risk strategies and risk monitoring, and on effective risk communication to various stakeholders and 
media. The teaching pedagogy emphasises student-centred learning with activities prepared to facilitate the understanding of this 
course. All given activities and tasks are expected to be completed on a weekly basis as the MicroCreds course moves from topic to 
topic. The self-directed learning approach comprises asynchronous lectures, blended learning and learning materials in the online 
student portal that will support the independent learning process. Participants will be exposed to varieties of case studies on risks, that 
will enable students to capture the essence of risk management and risk communication. The online learning includes continuous 
feedback from both the completed activities and tasks. The instructor will guide and facilitate learning by introducing a designated 
platform for easy communication with the students. There will be two assessments; a case study to strengthen students’ understanding 
of risk and risk management, and secondly, developing a risk communication plan based on a risk analysis.

SYNOPSIS
Certified Risk Communication Practitioner

CAREER TITLE

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

50% on Case Study & 50% on Project

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i) Interpret theories and concepts in risk management  
 and risk communication.
(ii) Analyse the impact of risks in various environments. 
(iii) Design a risk communication plan based on a risk   
 analysis.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 7 WEEKS

CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION 

The MicroCreds course is designed for SMEs Directors, Administrative Managers, Human Resource Managers, executives and 
business owners. It will cover stages in crisis, effective crisis communication and crisis management strategies. Participants are 
introduced to the theories and concepts in communication and how to identify the roles of communication during crises. The teaching 
pedagogy emphasises student-centred learning with activities prepared to facilitate the understanding of this course. All given 
activities and tasks are expected to be completed on a weekly basis as the MicroCreds course moves from topic to topic. The 
self-directed learning learning approach comprises asynchronous lectures, blended learning and learning materials in the student 
portal that will support the independent learning process. Participants will be exposed to varieties of case studies of recent crises to 
enable students to capture the essence of crisis management and crisis communication. The online learning includes continuous 
feedback from both the completed activities and tasks. The instructor will guide and facilitate learning by introducing a designated 
platform for easy communication with the students. There will be two assessments; a case study to strengthen students’ understanding 
during a crisis and secondly, the planning of a crisis communication plan in which students will be assessed on the application of the 
knowledge acquired during the course.

SYNOPSIS
 Certified Crisis Communication Practitioner

CAREER TITLE

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

50% on Case Study & 50% on Project

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i)  Interpret theory and concepts in crisis
 management and crisis ccommunication.
(ii) Analyse crisis communication techniques
 during crises.
(iii) Design a crisis communication plan.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 7 WEEKS
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SCHOOL OF
LIBERAL ARTS

& SCIENCES

 Shape Creativity and Experience
Continued Development

in Your Career



PROFESSIONAL ACTING MASTERCLASS 

Professional Acting Masterclass is an interactive MicroCreds course that is designed for arts enthusiasts or practitioners 
focusing on the principles of acting for the stage and screen. Participants will be introduced to the main practical 
knowledge and components of acting, the body, voice, and speech through a hybrid mode of demonstrative lectures 
and activities which will provide self-paced learning opportunities. They will be able to perform solo and duo pieces 
while mastering their performance by utilising acting strategies, skills and knowledge for practical work for both, stage 
and screen. Upon completion of this course, participants will have refined their acting repertoire and be awarded a 
Professional Certificate in Acting.

Participants are required to be 18 and above. 

SYNOPSIS

Trained Actor

CAREER TITLE

Blended Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

30% on Actor’s Discipline and 70%
on Two Performances

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i) Demonstrate basic voice and body usage for the   
 stage and screen.
(ii)  Analyse a selected monologue piece to    
 demonstrate understanding of character and text. 
(iii) Convey relevant acting techniques to perform a   
 duo piece.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 7 WEEKS

PROFESSIONAL PLAYWRITING MASTERCLASS 

Professional Playwriting Masterclass is a stimulating MicroCreds course that is designed for budding playwrights and 
working individuals without prior experience to inculcate the art and craft of script writing for the stage. Participants 
will be introduced to the fundamentals of crafting a 10-minute script, focusing on the main components of structure, 
action, motivation, subtext, conflict, stakes, and the event. This course will engage participants through a hybrid mode 
with demonstrative lectures and online activities which will be conducted utilising various writing strategies. All 
coursework produced will be workshopped and showcased online by the participant with guidance from the lecturer 
via continuous feedback. At the end of this course, participants will master the skills of proposing a story idea and 
complete a short script in order to be awarded a Professional Certificate in Playwriting.

Participants are required to be 18 and above. Proficiency in English ‐ Intermediate and able to demonstrate language proficiency in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening. 

SYNOPSIS

Trained Playwright

CAREER TITLE

Blended Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i)  Define Structure, Action, Motivation, Subtext,   
 Conflict, Stakes and The Event.
(ii)  Analyse story idea in pitch.
(iii)  Compose story idea into script.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 7 WEEKS
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30% on Script Foundations, 30% on Story Pitch
and 40% on the Script



SCHOOL OF
FOOD STUDIES &

GASTRONOMY

 Gain Useful Skills
in Food Service Management

& Culinary Arts



MENU DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 

Food & beverage is a framework, but the most important thing is the menu. For a profitable foodservice establishment, 
the menu represents something significant: it's a strategic document that defines the purpose of the foodservice 
establishment and its operation. A menu should lead patrons to satisfy their dining preferences. For foodservice 
operators, the selling opportunity makes it critical to design and develop a menu that sells. Master the art of restaurant 
menu design and development in this MicroCreds course. Want to design and develop a profitable menu? Need some 
inspiration and direction? In this course, you will experience the best decision-making skills related to menu design and 
development as well as build indispensable analytical abilities to become a successful menu creator.

SYNOPSIS

Certified Menu Development Specialist

CAREER TITLE

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

50% on Individual Report & 50%
on Take Home Final Examination

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i)  Demonstrate and relate characteristics of   
 successful and profitable menu design.
(ii) Execute Menu Pricing Methodology to project   
 menu costs and prices.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 4 WEEKS

FOOD COST MANAGEMENT 

Constraints are placed on development from various aspects. With the right systems in place, you can take control of 
your costs to run a business that gives you more bounce to the ounce. Keeping food costs low takes some dedication, 
but it's achievable. Understanding all the variables that go into your food costs is the critical first that leads you to 
better pricing. Once you get the right formula down, your bottom line will thank you. Sharpen up your financial skills 
with help from the experts. This MicroCreds course will help you achieve better food cost management in your venue. 

Participants are required to be 18 and above. 

SYNOPSIS

Certified Food Cost Specialist

CAREER TITLE

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

100% on Individual Report

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i) Apply Food Costing Methodology to project menu  
 costs and prices.
(ii)  Demonstrate Menu Sales Mix Analysis and monitor  
 the sales and revenue.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 4 WEEKS
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SCHOOL
OF

EDUCATION

Inspire Future Generations
through Practical &

Professional Knowledge



DIGITAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE DESIGN (LXD) 

This MicroCreds course is designed to prepare practitioners among the educators and e-Learning course designers 
with the practical knowledge in integrating technology to enhance the teaching and learning process. It enhances 
practitioners’ ability to be current and relevant in the teaching industry and become effective 21st century practitioners. 
The emphasis is on preparing a learning design strategy to craft the learning journey before identifying the various 
collaborative and productivity tools, to make learning more meaningful in the online learning environment. This course 
also delves into the selection and integration of digital tools and resources in teaching and learning, and what 
practitioners can do to design an effective learning experience.

SYNOPSIS

Certified Online Learning Designer

CAREER TITLE

Online Learning

MODE OF DELIVERY

40% on Reflective Journal
& 60% on Individual Assignment

MODE OF ASSESSMENT

(i) Justify the principles, theories, and models   
 involved in learning and assessment with   
 technology.
(ii) Design a ‘learning design strategy’ that includes   
 module leaning outcomes mapped out with the   
 assessments, activities, and resources, integrating  
 technology in teaching and learning for a meaningful  
 learning experience.

LEARNING OUTCOME

DURATION: 7 WEEKS
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This publication contains information, which is current as of July 2021. Changes in circumstances after this date may impact upon the accuracy or timeliness of the 
information. Taylor’s College does its best to ensure that the information contained herein is accurate, but reserves the right to change any information described in this 
prospectus without notice. Readers are responsible for verifying information that pertains to them by contacting the college.
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